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Workflow
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Project Manager
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Warrington, UK

When designing a new industrial filter, Croft Filters needed
to overcome warping during the selective laser melting
additive manufacturing process. By leveraging one of ANSYS’s
additive manufacturing simulation solutions, Additive Print,
in their design-to-print workflow, engineers were able to
quickly generate a printable design and avoid multiple build
failures, thus reducing time to market and prototyping
expenses by 50 percent.

T

o develop a new filter that would
decrease the pumping energy
required by the industrial end
user, Croft engineers reasoned that
aligning the holes with the flow would reduce
the amount of pumping energy required
to drive the fluid through them. This filter
Filter body produced by additive
design required intricate internal contours that manufacturing shown in housing
cannot practically be produced by traditional
manufacturing methods, so Croft turned to metal additive manufacturing.
The selective laser melting (SLM) additive manufacturing process employed
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produces parts by sequentially melting tiny areas of a powder bed with
a moving laser.
As each melted section cools, it experiences compressive and tensile
forces, but is constrained by its attachment to nearby solid areas. The
resulting residual stresses may cause the part to warp. In the past, Croft
engineers used trial-and-error methods to eliminate warpage or at least
reduce it to the point that dimensional tolerances could be met. By using
the ANSYS Additive Print solution to guide their efforts in solving distortion
problems, they have cut solution time in half and reduced prototyping
expenses by about the same amount.
Filter Built by SLM Process
During the SLM process, a wiper pushes a thin layer of powdered metal
(316L stainless steel, in this case) across a build plate, and a laser tracks
across the layer to melt the areas of that layer that will form a cross section
of the part. As each layer is completed, another layer of powder is applied
to the partially built part, and the laser melts a new cross section. The cycle
continues until the part is complete.
As each section of the part on the top layer cools, the solid underlying
layers resist the thermal contractions, applying a tensile stress to the top
layer. Likewise, the top layer applies compressive stresses to the solid area
beneath it. The geometry of the part and auxiliary structures added to
support overhangs and conduct heat have a major but difficult-to-predict
effect on residual stresses. Areas that are relatively free to move have less
residual stress, while areas restricted from moving have a higher level of
residual stress. In this case, the finished part did not meet manufacturing
tolerances because residual stresses generated several distortions in the
x and y planes and elongation in the z plane.
In the past, Croft engineers would have relied on trial-and-error methods
to determine what changes in the part orientation, support structures,
machine parameters, material specifications and component design would
enable them to meet manufacturing tolerances. It typically took four
weeks to achieve a satisfactory part using this approach and consumed
considerable resources, including engineering time, to generate new design
iterations. It also took more build time on additive manufacturing systems
and more powdered metal materials to produce additional prototypes.
Simulation is Used to Solve Additive Manufacturing Problems
Simulation enabled the much faster and less-expensive approach that was
used in this project. Croft engineers uploaded the original STL file into
Additive Print. Additive Print provided graphical visualization of layer-bylayer stress accumulation and high-strain regions throughout the build.
The software predicted distortion and residual stress of the as-built parts,
including visualization of the differences between the original, undeformed
geometry and the final deformed geometry, before and after removal from
supports. These results provided diagnostic information that would not be
possible otherwise. Also, the information was delivered in a small fraction of
the time and cost that would have been required to build the part.
The simulation results revealed that the distortion was largely caused by
the high-strength top section (a solid ring), which induced residual stresses
in the weaker upper portion of the filtration mesh. The engineers tested

First attempt to produce
the part by additive
manufacturing resulted in
considerable distortion.

ANSYS additive manufacturing
simulation of the original
design matched the distortion
shown on the real part.

Introducing the Most Powerful Simulation
Solution for Metal AM
ansys.com/intro-metal-am
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Including Simulation (continued)

this hypothesis by simulating the filter
with and without the top section. Without
the top section, the results showed zero
distortion. Croft engineers built the
topless part to confirm these findings,
and the results matched the simulation.
Even though the top ring was essential
to maintaining the structural integrity
of the part, the knowledge that it was
responsible for the distortion during the
manufacturing process provided valuable
input to the design process.

Croft engineers first
simulated then built
a prototype (shown
here) of the part
with the top section
removed to diagnose
the problem.

Meeting the Design Specifications
Croft engineers tried adding supports to
the filtration mesh. These supports were
attached to the top ring to increase the
strength of the mesh area in the top of
the filter. They tried using two helical
CAD model of
A combination
redesigned part with
of supports and
supports with geometry designed to avoid
supports incorporated
distortion
restricting flow while not adding too
into mesh
compensation
much material weight and build time.
made it possible
to eliminate the
They also changed the shape of the inlets
distortion problem.
to pentagonal to increase the inlet area
while keeping the holes self-supporting
		
and reducing the amount of support
material required. When they simulated the new design, the results showed
that distortion was considerably reduced but was still not satisfactory for
this product.
Engineers then leveraged the automatic compensation capability in
Additive Print that adjusts the geometry of the build to compensate for the
distortion. This feature moves the walls of the part in the opposite direction
from that in which the distortion occurs to achieve the original design
geometry. They simulated the distortion-compensated model and found
that it overcompensated for the distortion, producing a small amount of
distortion opposite to that found in the original geometry. So they used
Additive Print to create a new geometry with the distortion compensation
scaled to 0.75, 0.50 and 0.25 of the original amount. The simulation results for
all these models still showed insufficient compensation for distortion. Finally,
the engineers generated a model with distortion compensation scaled to 0.90.
This design nearly eliminated distortion and met the design specifications.
Additive manufacturing allows companies to print parts that are impossible
or very expensive to produce with traditional subtractive manufacturing
methods. But organizations that are working to develop additive manufac
turing into a real-world manufacturing process often must go through
multiple trial-and-error processes to successfully generate high-fidelity
parts. Simulation guides engineers to successfully create parts and processes
at much lower cost and lead time than is required for trial and error. Croft
engineers simulated the additive manufacturing process to determine the
best part design and machine process parameters while minimizing the
number of physical prototypes. The design of this part has been finalized,
and it is moving to product launch.

Croft Filters
“
cut solution time

in half and reduced
prototyping expenses
by about the
same amount.

”

Introduction to ANSYS Additive Print —
Rapid Pre-Print Simulation for Metals
ansys.com/intro-additive-print
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Build Additive
Manufacturing
Proficiency,
Layer by Layer
By Jamie J. Gooch, Editorial Director, Digital Engineering magazine

H

istory has been measured by how our ancestors
made their tools — from the Stone, Bronze and Iron
ages through the Industrial Revolution and into the
Information Age. Each breakthrough in toolmaking
technology ushered in technological innovations across the
spectrum of human activity. That is one of the reasons that
people get so excited about additive manufacturing. It has the
potential to make an impact on society in countless ways, some
not even thought of yet.

Look a little more closely, however, and you’ll find that the historical
breakthroughs were sometimes millennia in the making. People were
forging metal 6,000 years ago, but it took the invention of the steam
engine to really jump-start the process. At less than 40 years old, additive
manufacturing has expanded into industrial uses at a breakneck pace by
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comparison. Not a week goes by
that we don’t hear about new uses,
techniques and/or investments
regarding industrial additive
manufacturing.
Picking up Steam
Many innovations have converged
to propel additive manufacturing
forward at such a rapid pace —
materials, robotics and sensors, to
name a few. However, the steam
engine that really enables additive
manufacturing to move out of
research facilities and onto factory
floors is software.
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Layer by Layer (continued)

Many innovations have
“
converged to propel additive

manufacturing forward
at such a rapid pace —
materials, robotics and
sensors to name a few.

”
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Designing for additive
manufacturing requires a
different mindset than for
traditional manufacturing
processes. From details like
overhangs, support structure
placement and part orientation
to bigger decisions like whether
additive manufacturing is even
the right choice for a given
application, what materials to use
or how parts can be consolidated
and optimized — it can be
overwhelming.
Design engineering teams who
have spent decades accustomed
to the ins and outs of milling
or injection molding might
be inclined to stick with the
status quo if they don’t have
the right tools and training. Or,
even worse, they may decide to
make an initial trial of additive
manufacturing based on rumors
of push-button production, only
to be sorely disappointed and
abandon their efforts.
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Make the Cultural Connection
Software is so important
because it is how we connect
to the hardware, make sense of
the variables and fit additive
manufacturing into existing
product design, development
and manufacturing workflows.
Many voids in the additive
manufacturing process have
been filled with tools focused on
preparing existing files, designing
for additive manufacturing from
scratch, determining when to
outsource to a service provider,
ensuring efficient use of print bed
space, simulating specific additive
processes, and understanding how
design changes will affect a build.
There is still more progress
to be made on the additive
manufacturing software front
before it rivals what is available
for other manufacturing
processes. However, we’ve
turned the corner from design
engineering teams asking
“Why isn’t there software to

help me do this?” to “Which
software should I choose to
do that?”
Like a continuous build,
the layers of additive software,
hardware and number of people
who know how to use them
keep growing, bringing shape
to its future. If you aren’t one of
those people, take another look
at additive manufacturing. The
progress made on the software
layers in just the last few years
may surprise you, and the
progress that will be made in
the next few years may leave you
behind if you don’t.

Gooch is editorial director of
Digital Engineering magazine
(digitaleng.news), which is
read by design engineering
teams who want to learn
about technologies to optimize
the product design and
development process.
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